
 

 

NEWS RELEASE - NEW 9-1-1 PRODUCT 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

Contact:  Donna Ferris Frazier  253.435.0911 donna@911trainer.com 

NEW 9-1-1 Training Simulator Promotes ‘Let Them Practice’ 

Dateline – September 9, 2014  Seattle WA 

 Call if you can, Text if you can’t!  9-1-1 is in the news with the new FCC requirements 
to implement text to 911 in 2014.  911Trainer.com, a company of  9-1-1 educators, along 
with Adacel Corporation, a leading developer of advanced simulation and control 
systems for aviation and defense, announce the release of  9-1-1 Reality PLUS Training 
Simulator.   

This wireless computer training station is a call taking and radio dispatch simulator 
loaded with a full 9-1-1 Academy.   Public Safety Communications Centers, Vocational 
9-1-1 courses in colleges and high schools and military communications will use this turn 
key training to prepare people for the fast paced multi tasking environment of 9-1-1 call 
taking and emergency radio.     

 This entry level customizable training simulator features text to 911, mapping, recording 
studio, sound effects, full training documentation and multi tasking phone and radio 
capabilities.  Sue Pivetta is the founder of the company and has been there and done that 
working in a multi jurisdictional 9-1-1 center as well as writing and teaching one of the 
first 9-1-1 vocational college courses in the nation.   

To ensure a full learning experience a 9-1-1 Classroom Academy Curriculum is loaded 
onto this training station with ten areas of study: the workplace, emergency call taking, 9-
1-1 technology, emergency radio, police, fire and EMS communications, liability and 
accountability, crisis intervention and stress management.  Sue promotes vocational 
training, ‘floor ready’ classroom and lab training to increase the pool of trained 
candidates and improve trainee skills as well as overcome high turnover of new hires.   

9-1-1 Reality Plus hardware offers state of the art flat screens and a programmed wireless 
router all powered by the innovative super fast and rugged Lenovo Tiny ThinkCentre 



CPU.   With zero footprint the ThinkCentre offers space saving portability for education 
classroom labs and 9-1-1 agencies where space is a premium.  

Although  911Trainer.com has created training products and simulators for 25 years, the 
FCC requirement for 9-1-1 to accept text messages prompted quick action by this team of 
9-1-1 professionals to meet the challenges texting will bring the Comm Centers.   9-1-1 
Reality Plus creative team combines expert knowledge of the 9-1-1 industry, practical 
experience of 9-1-1 educator and the technical expertise of a leading simulation 
developer.    

911Trainer.com believes the one thing trainees need in an emergency is de ja vu and 
simulation offers practice in handling high volume as well as low occurance high risk 
calls such as active shooters and suicidal callers.  911Trainer.com works for those who 
protect and serve answering the call 24/7.    

Media contact information – Contact 911Trainer.com offices at 253.435.0911, PO 
Box 1090 Sumner WA 98390 or Donna@911Trainer.com. 


